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Overview
Training multiple tasks jointly can reduce computation costs and 
improve data efficiency, but it has a major challenge: gradients tend to 
conflict in direction and differ in magnitude.
In multi-task learning (MTL) it is not clear how to combine the 
gradients into a joint update direction.

We propose Nash-MTL, a principled MTL approach, that views the 
gradient aggregation step as a bargaining game.

Multi-task Learning

In MTL, a joint model is trained to 
simultaneously make predictions 
for several tasks. Generally:
● All tasks share an encoder 

(feature extractor).
● Each task has a task-specific 

head. 

A Common Approach to MTL

Most MTL optimization algorithms follow:
1. Differentiate: compute per-task gradients 
2. Aggregate: combine gradients into a joint direction    using 

aggregation alg. 
3. Update the parameters according to 

Our novel MTL algorithm views the aggregation step as a Bargaining 
game.

A Bargaining Game

Compared with single-task (STL) models, MTL can potentially:
● Reduce computation costs at inference.
● Improve generalization and data efficiency.

● Update direction obtained by various methods on three gradients.
● Nash-MTL produce an update direction, colored in blue, with the 

most balanced per-tasks projections, marked in red.

●    players, each equipped with its own utility function     .
● Players must find a point they all agree upon or default to the 

disagreement point.
● Nash proposed an axiomatic approach and proved a unique 

solution exists with desired properties like Pareto optimality and 
symmetry. 

● This unique solution is called the Nash bargaining solution.

We evaluate Nash-MTL on predicting 11 properties of molecules from 
the QM9 dataset. 
● QM9 poses a significant challenge for MTL methods since the 

number of tasks is large and because the loss scales vary 
significantly. 

● Nash-MTL achieves the best performance.Nash-MTL
Our approach, Nash-MTL, uses the Nash bargaining solution as the 
update direction in MTL.
● Given an MTL problem with parameters 
● Search for update      direction in an   -ball around the origin.
● Define the utility for task   as a directional derivative 
● Denote    the matrix whose columns are    . 

Claim: The Nash bargaining solution for MTL is given by  
s.t.                     where       is taken element-wise.

Theoretical analysis: We prove that the sequence generated by our 
method converges to a Pareto optimal (stationary) point in the 
(non-convex) convex case.

● MT10 environment with ten 
tasks.

● Nash-MTL achieves the best 
performance by a large margin. 

● It is the only multitask method 
to outperform STL.

We consider a problem with two losses of different scales and 
plot the optimization trajectory in objective space.
● Nash-MTL can find well balanced optimal solutions.

We evaluate Nash-MTL on NYUv2, a scene understanding 
problem with three tasks.
● Nash-MTL achieves the best overall results.
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